SIGGE, 3,5 seater sofa
lux comfort, fix cover
exclusive leather: aniline 1 latte, feet: no 177 chrome
designed by: Steven Schilte

SIGGE, 3,5 seater sofa
standard comfort, fix cover
fabric: molinia 2 orange, feet: no 177 black
(model displayed - fabric: briza 5 mustard, feet: no 141 oak)
designed by: Steven Schilte

URBAN, coffee table 120x120
concrete antracite top, steel frame
designed by: Niels Gammelgaard

CLASSIC, coffee table ø80 h-45
oak top, steel frame
designed by: Niels Gammelgaard

HARRY, armchair
standard comfort, fix cover
fabric: tweedy 1 natur, feet: no 181 black
designed by: Ian Archer

CLASSIC, console table 120x45
oak top, steel frame
designed by: Niels Gammelgaard
JUNO, set (2 seater sofa left+corner 90°+2 seater sofa right) with deco cushions
lux comfort, fix cover
exclusive fabric: specchio 1 natur, feet: no 141 oak
(model displayed - set (chaiselongue left+2 seater sofa right) with deco cushions
fabric: tweedy 5 black-white, feet: no 177 black)
designed by: Dan Ihreborn
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IMPULSE, 3 seater sofa
Classic comfort, loose cover with velcro
fabric: moss 3 orange, feet: no 111D black

JUNO, 3 seater sofa with deco cushions
Lux comfort, loose cover with velcro
exclusive fabric: gobi kotton 1 natur, leather detail: aniline 2 cognac, feet: no 177 black
designed by: Dan Ihreborn

CLASSIC, coffee table 120x120 h-35
Bleached oak top, black frame
designed by: Niels Gammelgaard

SIRI, armchair
Standard comfort, fix cover
exclusive fabric: gobi kotton 1 natur,
leather detail: aniline 2 cognac, feet: no 182 black
designed by: Dan Ihreborn

SIRI, armchair
Standard comfort, fix cover
leather: touch 8 cognac, feet: no 182 black
(model displayed: exclusive leather: aniline 2 cognac)
designed by: Dan Ihreborn
KARIN, 2 seater sofa
standard comfort, fix cover
exclusive fabric: avatar 2 beige, feet: no 160A black
(model displayed – 3 seater sofa, exclusive fabric: avatar 5 dark blue)
designed by: Ian Archer

KARIN, 3 seater sofa
standard comfort, fix cover
fabric: tweedy 6 blue, feet: no 160A black
(model displayed – fabric: molinia 2 orange)
designed by: Ian Archer

KARIN, armchair
standard comfort, fix cover
exclusive fabric: avatar 2 beige, feet: 160A black
(model displayed – fabric: silene 6 dark blue)
designed by: Ian Archer

CLASSIC, coffee table 130x70 x 35
walnut top, black frame
designed by: Niels Gammelgaard

OLIVER, armchair
standard comfort, fix cover
fabric: elyot 6 orange, feet: no 181 black
designed by: Ian Archer

OLIVER, armchair
standard comfort, fix cover
fabric: malibu velvet 4 turquoise, feet: black frame
designed by: Ian Archer
LIV RELAX, armchair
Lux comfort, fix cover
Fabric: tweedy 4 brown, feet: black swivel
designed by: Steven Schilte

EVY RELAX, armchair
Lux comfort, fix cover
Fabric: tweedy 3 light brown, feet: black swivel
(model displayed – exclusive fabric: avatar 2 beige)
designed by: Steven Schilte

LIV RELAX, armchair
Lux comfort, fix cover
Leather: touch 9 dark brown, feet: black swivel
designed by: Steven Schilte

EVY RELAX, armchair
Lux comfort, fix cover
Exclusive leather: aniline 1 latte, feet: black swivel
(model displayed - leather: touch 3 grey-beige)
designed by: Steven Schilte
LOVEBIRD, armchair with tufting standard comfort, loose cover exclusive fabric: togo 7 dark grey, feet: black swivel with memory function designed by: ZWEED

LOVEBIRD, armchair with buttons standard comfort, loose cover exclusive fabric: cortina 5 grey, feet: black swivel with memory function designed by: ZWEED

SOFTBIRD, armchair lux comfort, loose cover exclusive fabric: lario 1404 antracite, feet: black swivel with memory function designed by: ZWEED

SOFTBIRD, armchair lux comfort, loose cover exclusive leather: aniline 8 black, feet: black swivel with memory function designed by: ZWEED

ISA RELAX, armchair, lean backrest manual standard comfort, fix cover exclusive leather: aniline 8 black, feet: black swivel with memory function designed by: Niels Gammergaard

HUGO, armchair lux comfort, fix cover exclusive fabric: moss 4 dark brown, feet: no 145A black designed by: Ian Archer

URBAN, coffee table 120x45, ø80 concrete antracite top, steel frame designed by: Niels Gammergaard

BIRD, coffee table ø50 black top, black leg, white top, white leg designed by: ZWEED
ELIS, set 1 right (2 seater sofas left+dvan right), armrest A standard comfort, fix cover fabric: carex 1 nature, feet: no 177 black (model displayed – 3.5 seater sofa divided (two seat cushions) lux comfort, loose cover fabric: science mares 4, light green, feet: no 179 grey)

ELIS, 2 seater sofa (one seat cushion), armrest B standard comfort, fix cover fabric: elyot 8 green, feet: no 177 black (model displayed – 3.5 seater sofa divided (two seat cushions) fabric: carex 1 nature, feet: no 179 grey)

ELIS, armchair, armrest C standard comfort, fix cover fabric: linen P823 2 chino, feet: no 177 grey

LOVE, coffee table 120x120 h-38, ø40 oak designed by: Niels Gammelgaard

ELIS, armchair, armrest C standard comfort, fix cover fabric: stipa 3 light beige, feet: no 177 grey
ELIS, set 2 left (divan left + 3 seater sofa right), armrest D
lux comfort, loose cover
fabric: caleido stampato 5 olive-grey, feet: no 104 black
BIANCA, 3XL seater sofa divided with small back cushions
standard comfort, loose cover with velcro
fabric: molinia 1 yellow, feet: no 153 oak

BIANCA, armchair, footstool
standard comfort, loose cover with velcro
fabric: togo 4 silver, feet: no 153 oak

SALLY, 3XL seater sofa divided with big back cushions
standard comfort, loose cover
fabric: moss 1 mustard, feet: no 153 oak

PENNY, armchair
standard comfort, fix cover
fabric: nancy 1 natur, feet: no 160C black
designed by: Dan Ihreborn

PENNY, armchair
lux comfort, fix cover
exclusive fabric: avatar 1 natur, feet: no 160C black
designed by: Dan Ihreborn

CLASSIC, coffee table 120x120 h-35
oak top, black frame
designed by: Niels Gammerlgaard
FATTY, ø60, ø60, 45x45
standard comfort, loose cover
designed by: Anna Nääsström

SECRET, coffee table ø80, ø40 all wooden
bleached oak
designed by: Niels Gammergaard